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97/0191/A (SYN) 
Re-examined proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EC) 
laying down the requirements for the implementation of development 
cooperation operations which contribute to the general objective of developing 
and consolidating democracy and the rule of law and to that of respecting human 
rights and fundamental freedoms 
(presented by the Commission pursuant to Article 189 c (d) 
of  the EC Treaty) EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM! 
. 1. The Commission's proposal of  24 July 199i fulfils its undertaking to propose a legal basis for a 
number of budget headings,  and  in  particular to  provide  a  financial  framework  for  appraising, 
deciding, managing, monitoring and evaluating operations to defend and promote human rights and 
democratic principles under the human rights headings of Chapter B7-70 "European Initiative for 
Democracy and the Protection of Human Rights". To underline the  need  for a  consistent unified 
approach encompassing all "human rights" headings, the Commission opted for Article 130w as the 
legal basis for its proposal. 
Arguing that this legal basis did not cover operations outside developing countries, Coreper decided 
in November 1997 to split the proposal into two separate acts: 
o  one based on Article 130w (cooperation procedure) concerning the developing countries; 
o  the other based on Article 235 (assent procedure) concerning operations in other third countries  . 
.. 
When  informed  of developments  in  the  matter,  the  Commission  felt  it  could  endorse  such  an 
approach  in  order to obtain a  solution. However, such a  solution  must encompass all  the budget 
headings concerned and create a unified system with a single committee to safeguard the possibility 
of  a uniform approach that lay behind the proposal in the first place. 
Informed by the Council on 4 August that the initial  proposal had  been split in  two,  Parliament 
. opted to begin by examining the draft Regulation based on Article 130w.This Article is governed by 
the cooperation procedure, which takes longer than the Article 235  procedure.  It was decided that 
the Committee on Development and Cooperation (rapporteur:  Mr Torres Couto) would  lead  the 
examination of  the draft, while the External Relations Committee prepared a report (rapporteur: Mr 
Galeote Quecedo) on the draft Regulation based on Article 235. 
On 17 December 1998 Parliament delivered its opinioJ. at first reading on the proposal based 
on Article 130w. Appr9"~/iQ at tAil  Divi19p~iAt  Co~JAittiil's ~iitiAg of 2S ·}loviJABir, Mr Torris 
Cg~:~tg's riport I}ltas a9opti9 witA  J<i  aJAiAQ~iAts at Parlia~iAt's pliAary sissioA OR 17  Di'"im.eir~ 
Of the 36 amendments proposed by Parliament, the Commission accepted 23  in whole or in 
~art in  t~e amended. proposal  whi~~ it adopted  on 20  Janua!;Y  1999.  Of these,  ten were. 
mcluded m the Council common pos1t1on adopted on 25 January." 
! The additions, amendments or deletions in the text refer to the amended proposal for a Council 
Regulation (COM(1999)13 final) adopted by the Commission on 20 January 1999. Additions and 
amendments are underlined and given in bold in the text. Deletions have been crossed through. 
2 COM(97) 357 final- OJ No C 282, 18.9.1997, p. 14. 
3 Not yet published in the Official Journal. 
4 
Twg  ~FtAir amiAdJA&Ats  Ai¥&  als9  ~iiR ~9Asidii=id 1  9Ai  iK~IudiAg 9pil'ati9AS  t9  t:iAaA~i p9liti~al 
paFti&s  ~amiRQJAiRt J7  t9  AFti~l~~  4(1))  iRQ  tAi  9tAiF  (aiAiRQIAiAt  JS),  pr9p9sid  ~y ~41'  Gai~J9ti 
Qui~id9 5  iA&iFtiA§  a  F'olWF'olRr;&  iR  AFti~li  J~4)  ~9R~iFRiAg al;imiAistrativ'ol  aRd  ti~AAi~al  assistaar;'ol 
biR'olt:itiAg  ~9tA tl:!i C9mmissi9R aRd tAll  Fll~ipiiAt. 0Al~' tAi  lat.t~:r l:!as biiR takiR 9R  ~gard. 
5 
OJ No C 58, 1.3.1999, pp. 17-25. 
2 On  14  April,  Parliament  adopted  a  recommendation  for  second  reading  of the  draft 
Regulation based on Article 130w which contains 28 amendments. 
2 -The Commission is  able to accept 13 of the amendments proposed by Parliament (besides 
those  already  included  in  the  Council  common  position)· either  in  whole  or subject  to 
amendments or adjustmentsa sigRifi~aRt pt=9fH~rti9R gf tlli  aFAiR!ih~iRts pt=9f39&id  iR  WRQ(e  QF  iR 
swl:lstaRr;;@,  The amendments fall into three groups. 
(a) Four~  amendments reflect QF fyrther ~larify the position taken by the Commission in its initial 
proposal, namely: 
o  the replacement of a type Ilia regulatory committee with an advisory committee [amendment 
.24U.] 
o  the deletion of  the limit on the Regulation's application (31  December 2004) [amendment 29Ui] 
o  the deletion of Article 10~  and the r;;Qt=resp9RdiRg recital23 concerning the financial reference 
amount (EUR 26~  million for the period 1999-2004) [amendments_!& and 21Zi] 
o  t4~ rewrlilRsi tg "aamiRistrativi aRd  tlilsRRir;;al  assistaRr;;e  l:llilR'ilfitiRg  l:lgth  the  C9mR:~issi9R aRd 
thlil FlilrDipieRt"  [lllHaiiUdJU&>UIS f711lRd )9]  . 
The Commission accepts the amendments concerning the period of  the Regulation's applicationand 
the financial  reference amount aRd  admiRistratiYi aRd  tirDRRisal  assistaRr;;e  in  the form  proposed. 
However, the amendment concerning the committee procedure is unacceptable as it  stands iR  SQ far 
as thi wwrth sw9paragraph gf paragrapH 2 aRd pat=agt=apl:l 2a ari r;;QRiDiilFRiild: 
o  Tbe  reference to  an  interinstitutional  agreement  or a  new  act  in  the  matter of committee 
procedures ("comitologie") has no place in a normative act (paragraph 2a). 
o  Nor does the reference to the Commission's keeping Parliament informed of the work of the 
Committee belong in  an article concerning the choice of committee. :rhe Commission could, in 
a  spirit of cooperation,  undertake to .provide Parliament with  regular verbal  updates 'on the 
Committee's work. 
o  As for the Committee's proceedings taking place in  public, the desire for transparency should 
not mean that absolutely all  the  Committee's proceedings take  place  in  public:  confidential 
discussions  are  needed  when  choosing  projects  to  protect the  Committee from  pressure  or 
manipulation. Basing opinions on a series of pre-established criteria should satisfy the need for 
transparency. 
However,  the  introduction  in  Article 14-JJ  of the  need  to  report  to  Parliament  on  emergency 
operations  is  fully justified, provided  it  does not involve prior consultations inconsistent with  a 
rapid response to the emergency (amendment 26JJ}.. 
The  amendments  adding  the  words  "and  constitute  the  very  foundations  of European 
integration" to the. end of the fifth recital (amendment 5) and relating to visibility (insertion of a 
reference in  the Preamble: amendment 6),  iRitiativis agaiRst tlllil  deatll  p<~Aalty [aJ:RiilRQFAiilRt  IJ], 
small sr;;al'il  9p'ilt=ati9RS  f1=9Rl:9tiRg  gras&t=QQts  Q'ilRl:Qr;;rar;;y  aRd  tl:li  QQI+IFRitFRiilRt  gf partR'ilrs  to 
pF9}'1agatil::jg5  HISplilr;;tiR§  aRQ  pr9J:R9tiRg  QiFRQQI=atir;;  fFiRsipJeg  aRQ  hWI+laR  rigllts  [lllHl&'HdJU&>Ht  l~f 
4 Tl:li  rifilriRQi  iA  tl:lat  aA::jiAQI'RiRt  tl;!  "iall919gir;;al  alligiaRQi"  9~ "liRks  tg  J39litir;;al,  sgr;;ial  9r  9tHir 
grgaRisati9R&" is R9t ar;;r;;iptal:JIIl 
3 are also acceptable.  Ot~ir  aloiliRQ~iRts an:~•tiRg thi wgrdiRg  aR:d  RQt  t~i s•G~i gf tRi Rigl,llatim:t 
•an Qi  a•·i~tiQ iR  Wf~  Qf SWQStaR:•i (arRii1QI"RiRtS 5,  11 s 15,  ~~' ~4  5 ~7 aRQ  ~9), 
(b)  Howevef,  one~ proposal  is  fundamentally  unacceptable  because  !!  undermines  the  . 
Commission's administr!itive and executive powers: 
o  TRi iRtrGdw•ti9R  gf aR:  iAtiriRstitwti9Aal  advisGry "'GFI'liRg  ~arty tG  bi s~·stililati•ally •GnsultliH:I 
bd'Gril:laAd  GA  aAy  ~iaswris wit~iR tl1i  briif gf thi CGn1~ittilil  [bi'Y?Ii'Vdw~mt~ !!:JQ  6llul ~J.J] 
wndirliliAiS  thi  CG~~issiGR's  iAstitwtiGRal  rGli  by  iAtert'@riAg  \viti~  its.  ad~iRistrati"lil  a1~d 
@Ki•wtivi  p9Wirs.  OR  aA  9pirati9Ral  li"il3  tRis  prG~Gsal  WQ~\Id  FiRQir  tl:li  Rig~dati<m 
WA"'Grkabhl.  MGnHH'iF,  I!arlia~@Rt QQi!i  RQt  ~aV@ t~@ p9W@F  tg •riati su•l:l  QQQiis  si~~ly ey 
iA•IwdiRg  fiWfiA-iS  tG  thi~  iR:  QWQ§it  -Q~~iRtariiSi  s1:1•l1  a  de•isiGR  wguJg  Fi"iYiri  a1~ · 
arraR§iR1iAt bitv.'iiR d~i CGl:IRdl,  t~i CG~~issiGR aRd  I!arlia~int. 
o  Changing  the  special  procedure  in  Article  14  for  emergency  measures  in  Article  12.+4-
[amendment 23Ja]  would  place  emergency  measures  under the  normal  procedure  in  Article 
13-l.l and so render the emergency procedure in Article 14-JJ. meaningless. 
Other proposals are not acceptable for specific reasons: 
•  Stiffening  the  requirements  relating  to  the  programming  of  measures;  the 
Council common position  broadly ·satisfies Parliament's requests made at first 
reading as the reference to programming is  now included in the key provisions, 
i.e.  Article  11  which  defines  the  Commission's  duties  with  regard  to 
implementation  of the  Regulation  and  Articie  15  which  requires  an  annual 
programming  review.  The  Commission,  therefore,  can  accept  the  other 
amendments  relating  to  programming  only  on  condition,  as  it stated  at first 
reading, that reference is  made to the concept in ·articles where its inclusion is 
directly justified. For that reason it considers the following inappropriate: 
);- Amendment 15 which proposes a reference to programming in Article 4. There is 
no  reason for  it to appear here as  this  Article  defines  partners and ways  of 
determining their eligibility and, therefore, the reference added to Article 11  is 
adequate; 
);- Amendment 17 which  proposes  stiffening  the  programming  requirements  by 
reference to a multiannual plan in Article 15. 
•  Though universally applicable, the concept of good governance cannot be placed 
on the same footing as fundamental rights and· democratic principles, which are 
legally defined, or the Treaty of Maastricht from which the wording of the title 
and the provisions have been taken word for word. Only amendments 2 and 8 
which  proposed  including this  reference  in  the first  recital  and  in  Article  1, 
respectively, are acceptable provided that jt is done in a separate sentence. 
Other minor amendments are not acceptable either for reasons of substance or form in that 
they  are  redundant (amendments  11  and 16),  they  contravene  the  Financial  Regulation 
(amendment  19), they  water down  the significance  of the experience  criterion  in  project 
evaluation  (tzmendment  18)  or  they  are  unclear  and  open  to  different  interpretations 
(amendment 14). 
(c) A  numb~r of amendments are acceptable subject to  amendments or adjustments in  their 
wording or position in the text sf::lgwJr;l  9i -larifiid and aQjustid to  facilitate the application of the 
Regulation and respect the role of  each institution. 
4 This is  parti•~  larly trwil 9f al+lilRQI+liRts FilatiRg t9 tR@  pr9graFRI+liRg ef l+liaswrils  iR  "ariows artilillis 
9f  tlli RilgYiatiQR, Tllowgl=l a••iptagli iR priR•ipli, this ril'!Wilst wowlr;l  RYIIify Artililli  I 0 by FilQYiiliRg 
prograt~l+lit:lg to a •liar aRQ  Qilfinitivi  list of FRilaSYFiS  fgr  d~i QOI+liRg  fiRaR•ial  yiar. Tl=lis  "'OYIQ 
ltt:lQilrl+liRi thi CoFRFRissioR's arJFRiRistratin aRd ix.i•wtivil po'.vilrs  aR~ bi iFRpra~i•abli. 
' 
As for evaluating all measures, the need for serious and comprehensive evaluation should not lead 
to  impractical requirements that jeopardise the efficient management of projects submitted to the 
Commission (amendment 28)..  · 
Nor should arrangements for coordination with the Member States and Parliament be so restrictive 
that they prevent the Commission from  implementing the budget. The same goes for on-the-spot 
coordination  in  third  countries  with  a  view  to  avoiding  needless  duplication  by  exchanging 
information  on  measures implemented  by the  Community and  bilateral  measures.  There are  no 
grounds for involving Parliament, or indeed the Council, in this activity (amendment 20) . 
. As regards determining  recipient organisations' eligibility, Parliament's concern that they 
should undertake to propagate, respect and promote democratic principles and human rights 
through their actions and for this undertaking to be made a  fundamental condition, rather 
than a crite,rion, for access to Community funding must nevertheless be expressed in a totally 
unambiguous  manner  (amendment  13)  while  watering  down  the  criterion  of recipient 
organisations'  experience,  as  Parliament  .has  requested  in  amendment  17,  can  only  be 
considered in exceptional circumstances. Even iftThe empha~is on small organisations with no 
prior  experience  is  understandable  where  developing  countries  are  concerned.  Tl=lat  said,  the 
principle of  equal opportunities cannot sl:iowlr;l  Rot be allowed to override the quality and feasibility 
of measures. 
Tl~o~gh  Yt~ivirsally applililabli,  tl~i  QQRQipt  9f g99r;l  §QVilrRaR•il  •annot bi plalilid  oR  thi  sa1+1e 
fuotiRg as funrJal+lilRtal rights aRrJ  Qil+IQQratilil  priR•iplis, whi•l:i ari ligally difiRid, or tlli Tria~' of 
Maastrid~t fml+l  \vl:ii•A tAil  wordiRg of thi titli aRd  tl:ii provi&ioRs  AaVil  biiR takiR word f€Jr  WQFQ. 
A  Sipan~ti rif@riRQi lilowld bi l+laQi  iR tAil first riQital aRd Arti•li I. 
Amendment  12J.&  concerning  administrative  and  technical  assistance  benefiting  both  the 
Commission and the recipient is  to be viewed in the context of the recent discussions between 
the  Commission  and  Parliament  ba..sed  on  the  investigation  in  the  Commissioq  into  the 
charging against operating appropriations of expenditure on  technical and  administrative 
assistance linked to the implementation of Community programmes or measures. That said, 
this amendment provides for a  budget limit which includes other types of expenditure than 
the above which  would  have the effect of jeopardising activities conducted  for the direct  • 
benefit of third countries. To avoid any misunderstanding, therefore, the limit should be put 
in  paragraph 5  just in  front of the part of the sentence referring to  "administrative and 
technical assistance benefiting both the Commission and the recipient". With this change, the 
Commission  would  be  able  to  approve  the  amendment.iR  QQRjWRQtieR  v,ritl:i  tl:li  fiRaR•ial 
statil+liRt  anniXiQ to thi pr9p9sal.  TAis  statil+liRt •ovirs botl:i  RigwlatioRs  aR~ will  bi wpdatid 
on•il ditails 9[ tRi  1999  bwdgit ari avaiJagJi.  It will als9 bi wpr;latid  with rigard to  d~i l:iwA:iaR 
riSOltFQiS  assigRid  to  tRi  FRaRa§ill+lilRt  9[ tRi  bwdgit l:liadiRgs  •oviFiQ by tl:ii  two RigwlatieAs, 
whi•h wiJiflavi tQ bi iRQFiQSiQo 
5 Re-examined proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EC) No ..• !  .. 
laying down the requirements for the implementation of  development 
cooperation operations which contribute to the general objective of developing 
and consolidating democracy and the rule of  law and to that of respecting human 
rights and fundamental freedoms 
• 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community, and in particular Article 
130w thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal f:om the Commission, 
Acting in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 189c of  the Treaty, · 
Whereas procedures should be laid down for the implementation of  development cooperation 
operations  which  contribute  to  the  general  objective  of developing  and  consolidating 
democracy  and  the  rule  of law  and  to that of respecting  human  rights  and  fundamental 
freedoms;  whereas  procedures  should  also  be  laid  down  for  the  implementation  of 
development cooperation operations which contribute to good governance; 
Whereas ihe Council  has adopted simultaneously with this  Regulation,  Regulation No ... , 
laying down the  requirem~nts for the implementation of Community operations, other than 
those of development cooperation, which, within the framework of Community cooperation 
policy, contribute to the general objective of  developing and consolidating democracy and the 
rule  of Jaw  and  to  that  of respecting  human  rights  and  fundamental  freedoms  in  third 
countries; 
Whereas  Community  policy  in  the  sphere  of development cooperation  contributes to  the 
general objective of developing and consolidating democracy and the rule of law, and to that 
of  respecting human rights and fundamental freedoms; 
Whereas  Article  F.2  of the  Treaty on  European Union  stipulates  that the  Union  respects 
fundamental rights, as guaranteed by the European Convention for the Protection of  Human 
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms signed in Rome on 4 November 1950 and as they result 
from the constitutional traditions common to the Member States, as general principles of law; 
Whereas Community action to promote human rights and democratic principles is guided by 
belief in  the  universality  and  indivisibility of human  rights,  principles  that  underpin  the 
international system for the protection of human rights and constitute the very foundations of 
European integration; 
Whereas Community action to promote human rights and democratic principles is rooted in 
the  general  principles  established  by  the  Universal  Declaration  of Human  Rights,  the 
International  Covenant  on  Civil  and  Political  Rights  and  the  International  Covenant  on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; 
6 Whereas  the  Community  recognises  the  interdependence  of all  human  rights,  and  that 
progress in  economic and  social development and in the achievement of civil  and political 
rights are mutually supportive; 
Whereas  human  rights  within  the  meaning  of. this  Regulation  should  be  considered  to 
encompass  respect  for  international  humanitarian  law,  also  taking  into  account  the  1949 
Geneva Conventions and the 1977 Additional Protocol thereto, the 1951  Geneva Convention 
relating to the Status of Refugees, the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of 
the Crime of  Genocide and other acts of  international treaty or customary law; 
Whereas  the  Resolution  on  human  rights,  democracy  and .  development  adopted  by  the 
Council and the Member States meeting within the Council on 28 November 1991  sets out 
guidelines, procedures and practical measures aimed at promoting civil and political freedoms 
alongside economic and social rights, by means of a representative politiCal system based on 
respect for human rights;  • 
Whereas Community action to promote human rights and democratic principles is the product 
of a positive and constructive approach in which human rights and democratic principles are 
seen as a matter of common interest for the Community and its partners, and as a subject for 
dialog4e that can produce measures to promote respect for these rights and principles; 
Whereas  this  positive approach should  be  reflected  by the  implementation of measures  in 
support of democratisation, the strengthening of the rule of law and the development of a 
pluralist  and  democratic  civil  society  and  by  confidence-building  measures  aimed  at 
preventing conflicts, supporting peace initiatives and addressing the issue of impunity; 
Whereas  the  financial  instruments  used  to  support  positive  action  in  individual  countries 
should  be used  in  a manner consistent with geographical  programmes and  integrated with 
other development instruments to maximise their impact and effectiveness; 
Whereas it  is  also necessary to ensure that these operations are coherent with the European 
Union's foreign policy as a whole, including the common foreign and security policy. 
Whereas  these  operations  should  in  particular  focus  on  those  discriminated  against  or 
suffering  from  poverty  or disadvantage,  children,  women,  refugees,  migrants,  minorities, 
displaced persons, indigenous peoples, prisoners and victims of  torture; 
Whereas Community support for democratisation and observance of  the principles of  the rule 
of law within a political system respecting the individual's fundamental freedoms helps fulfil 
the objectives laid down in the agreements concluded by the Community with its partners, in 
which respect for human rights and democratic principles is an essential element of relations 
between the parties; 
Whereas the quality, impact and continuity of operations should in  particular be safeguarded 
by providing for multiannual programmes to promote human rights and democratic principles 
in  partnership with the  authorities of the country concerned, taking account of its  specific 
needs; 
Whereas  efficient  and  consistent  action  requires  the  specific  characteristics  of action  on 
human  rights  and  democratic  principles  to  be  reflected  in  the  establishment  of flexible, 
transparent and rapid decision-making procedures for the financing of  operations and projects 
in this field; 
Whereas the Community needs to  be able to respond rapidly to emergencies or situations of 
particular importance  in  order to  enhance the credibility, visibility and  effectiveness of its 
commitment to the promotion of human rights and democratic principles in countries where 
such situations arise; 
7 Whereas the proc~dures for the award of  assistance and the evaluation of projects in particular 
should, with due regard for the Financial Regulation and budget transparency, take account of 
the special nature of  the recipients of Community support in this field, namely the non-profit 
nature of their activities, the risks run by members who  are  in  many cases volunteers, the 
sometimes hostile environment in  which they operate and the  limited room  for  manoeuvre 
afforded by their own resources; 
Whereas the development of  civil society naturally leads to the emergence and organisation of 
new players; whereas the Community may therefore be called on to provide financial support 
to partners in the beneficiary third countries who can show no previous experience in the field 
concerned; 
Whereas decisions to fund projects to promote human rights and democratic principles must 
be  taken  impartially,  without  racial,  religious,  cultural,  social  or  ethnic  discrimination 
between bodies receiving Community support and persons or groups targeted by the projects 
supported, and must not be guided by political considerations; 
Whereas procedures should be established for the implementation and administration of aid 
for the promotion of  human rights and democratic principles financed from the Community's 
general budget,  · 




The  purpose of this  Regulation  is  to  lay  down  the  procedures  for  the  implementation of 
Community operations which, within the framework of Community development  cooperation 
policy, contribute to the general objective of  developing and. consolidating democracy and the 
rule of law and to that of respecting human rights and fundamental freedoms.  Its purpose is 
also to  lay  down the  procedures for  the  implementation of Community operations  which, 
within  the framework  of Community development cooperation  policy,  contribute  to  good 
governance. 
The operations referred to in this Regulation shall be  implemented, within the framework of 
Community development cooperation policy, in the territory of developing countries or shall 
be directly related to situations connected with them. 
Article 2 
Within the limits of Article 1, and consistent with the European Union's foreign policy as a 
whole,  the  European  Community  shall  provide  technical  and  financial  aid  for  operations 
aimed at: 
1  .  promoting and defending the human rights and fundamental freedoms proclaimed in the 
Universal  Declaration  of  Human  Rights  and  the  other  international  instruments 
concerning the development and  consolidation  of democracy  and  the  rule  of law,  m 
particular: 
8 (a)  the promotion and protection of  civil and political rights; 
(b)  the promotion and protection of  economic, social and cultural rights; 
(c)  the promotion and protection ofthe human rights ofthose discriminated against, or 
suffering  from  poverty  or disadvantage,  which  will  contribute  to  reduction  of 
poverty and social exclusion; 
(d)  the protection and promotion ofthe rights of minorities, ethnic groups, indigenous 
peoples, refugees and di$placed persons; 
(e)  supporting local, national, regional or international institutions,  includingNGOs~ 
involved in the protection, promotion or defence of  human rights; 
(f)  support for rehabilitation centres for torture victims and for organisations offering 
concrete help to victims of human rights abuses or help to improve conditions in 
places where people are deprived of their liberty in order to prevent torture or ill-
treatment; 
(g)  support for education,  training and  consciousness-raising  in  the  area of human 
rights; 
(h)  supporting action to monitor human rights, including the training of  observers; 
(i)  the  promotion  of  equality  of  opportunity  and  non-discriminatory  practices, 
including measures to combat racism and xenophobia; 
(j)  promoting and protecting the fundamental freedoms mentioned in the International 
Covenant  on  Civil  and  Political  Rights,  in  particular  the  freedom  of opinion, 
expression and conscience, and the right to use one's own language; 
2.  supporting the processes of  democratisation, in particular: 
(a)  promoting  and  strengthening  the  rule  of  law,  in  particular  upholding  the 
independence of  the judiciary and strengthening it, and support for a humane prison 
system; support for constitutional and legislative reform;  support for  initiatives in 
favour of  the abolition of  the death penalty; 
(b)  promoting the separation of powers, particularly the independence of the judiciary 
and the legislature from the executive, and support for institutional reforms; 
(c)  promoting  pluralism  both  at  political  level  and  at  the  level  of civil  society  by 
strengthening the institutions needed to maintain the pluralist nature df that society, 
including non-gdvernmental organisations (NGOs), and by promoting independent 
and  responsible media and  supporting a  free  press  and  respect  for  the  rights of 
freedom of  association and assembly; 
(d)  promoting  good  governance,  particularly  by  supporting  administrative 
accountability and the prevention and combating of  corruption; 
(e)  promoting  the  participation  of the  people  in  the  decision-making  process  at 
national, regional and local level, in particular by promoting the equal participation 
of  men and women in civil society, in economic life and in politics; 
9 (t)  support for electoral processes,  in  particular by  supporting  independent electoral 
commissions,  granting  material,  technical  and  legal  assistance  in  preparing  for 
elections, including electoral censuses, taking measures to promote the participation 
of specific groups,  particularly women, in  the electoral  process,  and  by training 
observers; 
(g)  supporting  national  efforts  to  separate  civilian  and  military  functions,  training 
civilian and military personnel and raising their awareness of  human rights; 
3.  support  for  measures  to  promote  respect -for  human  rights  and  democratisation  by 
preventing conflict and dealing with its  consequences,  in  close collaboration with the 
relevant competent bodies, in particular: 
(a)  supporting capacity-building,  including the establishment of local  early warning 
systems; 
(b)  supporting  measures  aimed  at  balancing  opportumt1es  and  at  bridging  existing 
dividing lines among different identity groups; 
(c)  supporting  measures  facilitating  the  peaceful  <;onciliation  of  group  interests, 
including support to confidence-building measures  relating to  human  rights  and 
democratisation, in order to prevent conflict and to restore civil peace; 
(d)  promoting international  humanitarian  law and  its  observance  by  all  parties to  a 
conflict; 
(e)  supporting international, regional or local organisations, includingNGOs, involved 
in  preventing, resolving and dealing with the consequences of conflict,  including 
support for  establishing ad  hoc  international  criminal  tribunals  and  setting  up  a 
permanent international  criminal' court,  together with  support and  assistance for 
victims of  human rights violations. 
Article 3 
Community support for these aims may include the financing of: 
1.  education,  information ·and  training  for  the  agencies  involved  and  public  opinion, 
including that of  the countries concerned; 
2.  the measures needed for the identification and preparation of projects, namely: 
(a) identification and feasibility studies; 
(b) the exchange of  technical know-how and experience between European organisations 
·  and bodies in third countries;· 
(c) the costs arising from tendering procedures, in particular the evaluation of  tenders and 
the preparation of  project documents; 
(d) the financing of general studies concerning the Community's action within the scope 
of  this Regulation; 
3. the implementation of projects: 
10 (a) technical assistance and expatriate and local staff  to help implement the projects; 
(b) purchasing  and/or  delivering  any  product  or equipment  strictly  necessary  for  the 
implementation  of operations,  including,  in  exceptional  circumstances,  and  when 
duly justified, the pvrchasing or leasing of  premises; 
(c) where appropriate, actions for the purpose of highlighting the Community character 
of  the operations. 
4.  measures to monitor, audit and evaluate Community operations 
5. aHQ within limits set annually by the budgetary authority, administrative and technical 
assistance benefiting both the Commission and the recipients. 
CHAPTER// 
Procedures for the implementation of aid 
Article 4 
I.  The partners eligible for financing under this Regulation are regional and  international 
organisations,  non-governmental  organisations,  national,  regional  and  local  authorities 
and  official  agencies,  community-based  organisations  and  public  or  private-sector 
institutes  and  operators.  Partners  shall  undertake  to  propagate,  respect  and  promote 
democratic  principles  and  human  rights  through  their actions,  without discrimination. 
With a view to actively involving those concerned, the Community shall take a particular 
interest  in  those  - frequently  small  scale  - activities  which  encourage  grassroots 
democracy. 
2.  Operations financed  by the Community under this Regulation shall·be implemented by 
the Commission either at the request of a  partner referred to in paragraph 1 or on  its own 
initiative. 
Article 5 
To be eligible for Community aid, the partners referred to in Article 4(1) must have their main 
headquarters  in  a  third  country eligible  for  Community aid  under this  Regulation  or in  a 
Member State of the Community. Such headquarters must be the effective decision-making 
centre for all operations financed under this Regulation. Exceptionally, the headquarters may 
be in another third country. 
Article 6 
Without prejudice to the institutional and political environment in which the partners referred 
to  in  Article  4(1)  operate,  the  following  factors  shall  in  particular  be  considered  when 
determining a body's suitability for Community funding: 
(a)  where appropriate, its experience in  the field of promoting human rights and  democratic 
principles; 
(b)  its administrative and financial management capacities; 
11 (c)  its technical and logistical capacity in relation to the planned operation; 
(d)  the  results,  where relevant, of any previous  operations carried out,  in  particular those 
financed by the Community; 
(e)  its capacity to build up a working relationship with other elements of civil society in the 
third country concerned and to direct assistance to local organisations accountable to civil 
society. 
Article 7 
1.  Aid shall not be allocated to the partners referred to in Article 4( I) unless they undertake 
to  comply  with  the  allocation  and  implementation  conditions  laid  down  by  the 
Commission, to which they .shall be contractually bound. 
2.  Activities  aided  by  the  Community  shall  be  implemented  m  accordance  with  the 
objectives laid down in the Commission financing decision. 
3.  Community financing under this Regulation shall take the form of grants. 
4.  Where operations financed under this Regulation are the subject of financing agreements 
between the Community and the recipient countries, such agreements shall stipulate that 
taxes, charges and customs duties are not to be borne by the Community. 
Article 8 
1.  Participation in  invitations to tender and the award of contracts shall be  open on equal 
terms to natural or legal persons from the beneficiary country and the Member States. It 
may be extended to other countries in exceptional and duly justified cases. 
2.  Supplies  shall  originate  in  the  Member  States  or the  beneficiary  country.  They  may 
originate in other countries in exceptional and duly justified cases. 
·Article 9 
I.  In the interests of consistency and complementarity and in order to maximise the overall 
effectiveness  of operations,  the  Commission,  in  close cooperation  with  the  Member 
States, may take any coordination measures necessary. 
2. For the purposes of  the previous paragraph, the Commission shall in particular encourage: 
(a)  the introduction of a system for the exchange and systematic analysis of information on 
operations  financed  or considered  for  financing  by  the  Community  and  the  Member 
States; 
(b)  coordination  of the  implementation  of operations  on  the·  spot  by  means  of regular 
meetings for the exchange of information between the representatives of  the Commission 
and the Member States in the recipient country. 
3.  The Commission shall  likewise encourage, in  close cooperation with the Member States, 
the promotion of a coherent approach in relation to humanitarian assistance and, whenever 
possible, integrate the protection of human rights into humanitarian assistance. 
12 CHAPTER//! 
Procedures for the implementation of  aid 
Article 10 
The  Commission  shall  be  responsible  for  programming,  appratsmg,  deciding  upon  and 
administering, monitoring and evaluating operations under this Regulation in accordance with 
the budgetary and other procedures in force, and in particular those laid down in the Financial 
Regulation applicable to the general budget of the European Communities. It shall lay down 
the conditions for allocating, mobilising and implementing aid under this Regulation. 
Article 11 
I.  The following shall be approved according to the procedure laid down in Article 12(2): 
decisions on operations for  which  financing  under this  Regulation exceeds EUR 
million and any modification to such operations leading to an  increase of more than 
20% in the sum initially agreed; 
any  programme  intended  to  provide  a  coherent  framework  for  action  in  a  given 
country or region or in  a specific field  where the scale and complexity of the needs 
identified are such that they seem likely to continue. 
2.  The  Commission  shall  notify  the  Committee  referred  to  in  Article  12  of financing 
decisions that it  intends to take concerning projects and  programmes costing less than 
EUR I million. Notice shall be given at least one week before the decision is taken. 
Article 12 
1.  The Commission shall  be  assisted by an  advisory committee, hereinafter referred to as 
the  Human  Rights  and  Democracy  Committee,  composed  of representatives  of the 
Member States and chaired by the representativ~ of  the Commission. 
2.  The  representative  of the  Commission  shall  submit  to  the  Committee  a  proposal 
containing a draft of  the measures to be taken. The Committee shall deliver its opinion on 
the draft within a time limit which the Chairman may lay down according to the urgency 
ofthe matter, if  necessary by taking a vote. 
The opinion shall be recorded in  the minutes; in  addition each Member State shall have 
the  right to have  its  position recorded  in  the minutes.  The  Commission  shall  take the 
utmost account of  the opinion delivered by the Committee. It shall inform the Committee 
ofthe manner in which its opinion has been taken into account. 
Article 13 
I.  The Commission may finance emergency measures up to a maximum of EUR 2 million. 
Emergency measures shall  be  deemed  necessary  in  cases of urgent  and  unforeseeable 
need arising from the sudden suspension of  the democratic process or the emergence of  a 
state of crisis or exceptional and imminent danger affecting all or part of the population 
13 of a country and posing a grave threat to the fundamental  rights and  freedoms  of the 
individual. 
2.  Where operations fulfil these conditions, the Commission shall act after consulting the 
Member States by the most efficient means. The Member States shall  be allowed  five 
working days in  which to  put forward  any objections. If there are any objections, the 
Committee, referred to in Article 12, shall examine the question at its next meeting. 
3.  The  Commission  shall  inform  the  Committee  referred  to  in  Article  12,  at  its  next 
meeting, of  all emergency measures financed under these -provisions. 
3a. The Commission shall also inform the European Parliament of  emergency measures. 
Article 14 
The  Committee  referred  to  in  Article  12  may  examine  any  general  or  specific  issues 
concerning Community aid  in  the field  and  should also  play a  useful  role as  a  means for 
improving the coherence of the human  rights and  democratisation actions of the European 
Union towards third countries. Once ·'a  year it  will discuss the  programme proposed for the 
coming financial year or the general guidelines for operations to be undertaken  in  the year 
ahead under this Regulation. 
Article 15 
I.  The Commission shall regularly evaluate operations financed  by the Community under 
this Regulation in  order to establish whether they have achieved their objectives and to 
produce  guidelines  for  improving  the  effectiveness  of subsequent  operations.  The 
Commission shall submit to the Committee referred to in Article 12 a summary of the 
evaluation  exercises  carried  out that  it  might,  if necessary,  examine.  The  evaluation 
reports shall be available to the Member States on request. 
2.  At the request of  the Member States, the Commission may, with them, also evaluate the 
results of  the Community's operations and programmes under this Regulation. 
Article 16 
All  contracts  or  financing  agreements  concluded  under  this  Regulation  shall  provide  in 
particular that the Commission -and the Court of  Auditors may conduct checks on the sp.ot and 
at the headquarters of  the partners referred to in Article 4(1) according to the usual procedures 
establ-ished  by  the Commission  under  the  rules  in  force,  and  in  particular  those  of the 
Financial Regulation applicable to the general budget of  the European Communities. 
Article 17 
1.  Within  a  month  of its  decision,  the  Commission  shall  notify  the  Member  States  of 
operations and  projects approved,  indicating the sums, the nature of the operation, the 
recipient country and the partners involved.  · 
2.  Each year the Commission shall submit an annual report to the European Parliament and 
to the Council. This report shall contain at least the following information: 
14 (a) a summary ofthe operations financed in the course of  the previous financial year; 
(b) the programme proposed for the current financial year; 
(c) a summary of  evaluations conducted pursuant to Article 15 of  this Regulation; 
(d) information on the agencies with which the operations referred to  in Article 1 have 
been implemented. 
Article 18 
Three  years  after  this  Regulation  enters  into  force,  the  Commission ·shall  submit to the 
European Parliament and to the Council an overall assessment of the operations financed by 
the Community under this Regulation, which may be accompanied by appropriate proposals 
concerning the future of  this Regulation. 
Article 19 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following that of its publication in the 
Official Journal ofthe European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
15 
For the Council 
The President FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
1.  TITLE OF OPERATION 
The implementation of: 
•  development  cooperation  operations  which  contribute  to  the  general  objective  of 
developing and consolidating democracy and the rule of  law and respecting human rights 
and fundamental freedoms; 
•  Community operations, other than those of development cooperation, which, within the 
framework  of Community cooperation  policy,  contribute  to  the  general  objectives  of 
developing and consolidating democracy and the rule of law and respecting human rights 
and fundamental freedoms in third countries. 
2.  BUDGET HEADING(S) INVOLVED 
The budget headings concerned in 1999 are: 
Heading  Title  Budget  Breakdown  between 
the two Regulations 
Chapter  European  initiative  for  democracy  and  the  protection  of  Commitment  Payments 
B7-70  hum.an rights  appropriations 
B7-700 
Support  for  democracy  in  central  and  eastern  Europe,  15.000.000  Art. 235  -- including the Republics formerly part of  Yugoslavia 
B7-701 
Support for democracy in  the New  Independent States and 
10.000.000  Art. 235  -- Mongolia 
B7-7020 
Human  rights  and  democracy  in  the  developing  countries, 
17.000.000  Art.  130w 
particular the ACP countries 
B7-7021  Human rights and democracy in Southern African countries  4.000.000  Art.  130w 
B7-7022 
Special programme for democracy and  good  governance  in 
Nigeria 
4.000.000  Art.  130w 
B7-703  -- Democratisation process in Latin America  12.625.000  Art.  130w 
B7-704 
Subsidies  for  certain  activities  of organisations  pursuing  15.000.000  Art. 235/Art. 130w  -- human rights objectives 
B7-705  --
MEDA programme for democracy  10.075.000  Art. 235 
Support for the activities of international  criminal  tribunals 
B7-706  and for the setting-up of a  Standing  International  Criminal  3.300.000  Art. 235/  Art.l30w  --
Tribunal 
B7-707  --
Human rights and democracy in Asian countries  5.000.000  Art.  130w 
B7-709  Support for, and supervision of, electoral processes  2.000.000  Art. 235/Art. 130w  --
16 TOTAL  Art 235:  35.075.000 
Art.l30w:  42  625 
98.000.000  000 
Art.  235/Art.l30w: 
20 300 000 
B7-700 
This heading· is intended to support the development of democracy and of  the rule of law and 
the development of  civil society in the countries of  central and eastern Europe, including the 
Republics  formerly  part of Yugoslavia  (Slovenia,  Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro,  the 
Former  Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Bosnia-Herzegovina). It is  intended to 
·finance measures to support the peace process, calm tensions and develop democracy 
by, inter alia, the promotion of free and independent media in the countries concerned. 
The heading is also intended to~  provide support - involving NGOs of a regional nature 
as extensively as  possible, and targeting women's associations in  particular - for measures 
taken by associations actively campaigning for the restoration of  democracy in civil life in the 
countries concernedef QiAtFal  aAd  easWFR  li:wFepe,  iAQiwdiA@  ti:Ji  Ripw91iQS  fe~=mirly part ef 
B7-701 
This heading is intended to cover the implementation of a programme to support democracy 
and the rule of law,  and the transposition of internationally recognised human  rights, rights 
for the protection of minorities and indigenous peoples and  to develop civil society in  the 
independent  states  of the  former  Soviet  Union  and  Mongolia  in  the  framework  of the 
European Parliament resolution of 15 July 1993. It also covers assistance in the rebuilding 
-of the infrastructure necessary for public and democratic life, with the broadest possible 
involvement of non-governmental  organisations.  Finally,  it helps support significant 
measures in  the areas of raising voter awareness, voter education  and support for 
independent media. 
87-7020 
This item is intended to cover support for operations promoting human rights and democracy, 
notably those relating to the exercise of public authority, the development of civil society and 
conflict prevention, in strict association with the development policies of  the European Union 
in  favour  of the  developing  countries,  in particular the ACP countries. It also covers 
financing to support the rights of minorities and vulnerable groups and the provision of 
technical  expertise  on  issues  related  to  electoral  processes,  good  governance,  the 
promotion of equality between women and  men,  the  rule of law and the  respect of 
human rights. 
87-7021 
This item is  intended to finance a  contribution by the European Union in Southern 
African countries to operations promoting human rights and democracy, notably those 
relating  to  the  exercise  of public  authority,  the  development  of civil  society,  the 
promotion of  equality between women and men and conflict prevention to help reinforce 
democracy in the countries ofthat regionHw111aR rigi:Jts aAd  diJ~QQFaQ)' iR  ~QlJtRiFR AfriQaA 
!Wem~triis. 
87-7022 
17 This  is  intended  to  support  non-governmental  organisations  seeking  to  promote 
democracy, peace and respect for human rights in Nigeria, in particular pro-democracy 
groups, women's organisations, trade unions and local groups as well as churches and 
human rights organisations.  ~pe~;;ial  ~F9graHlr:Rtt f9F  Dttr:RQiilFa~;;y  aA~ QQQ~ QQYiFAaRiiltt  iA 
~igeria.  · 
B7-703 
This  heading  is  intended  to  cover the  financing  of special  activities  to  contribute  to  the 
process  of democratisation  in  Latin  America,  including  Haiti  and  Cuba,  particularly  in 
assisting the re-integration into civilian life of those who have fought in civil wars in Central 
America. It is  also intended to provide support for democratically elected  authorities 
which are victims of attempted coups d'etat and in which the European Community still 
has confidence. 
B7-704 
This  heading  is  intended  to  cover  financing  of the  act1v1ttes  of organisations  pursuing 
humanitarian aims and promoting human rights in third countries. It  also covers support for 
the establishment and maintenance of rehabilitation centres for victims of  torture and to 
other organisations offering concrete help to victims of human rights .abuses. This aid is 
allocated for projects to be undertaken in third countries and in the European Union in 
the form of grants, notably in support of organisations which assist children who are , 
victims  of human  rights  violations  or  provide  legal  advice  or  aid. to  persons  or 
associations in need thereof. Aid under this item is  targeted, inter alia, at: Community 
and  international  initiatives  aimed at abolishing the death  penalty in  all  countries; 
training for those called upon to teach others about human rights !.judges, lawyers, civil 
servants, those responsible for· the training of police and security forces, teachers, etc.); 
reinforcing respect for the rights of the child; the promotion and protection of women's 
rights, including action to combat trafficking in women; reinforcing respect for ethnic 
minorities and the rights of indigenous peoples worldwide; support for organisations 
which specialise in caring for refugees; training and education in human rights with 
organisations specialising in the subject; initiatives seeking to establish an international 
criminal court. 
B7-705 
This heading is designed to "support the development of  democracy, of  the constitutional state 
and of  civil society in the countries covered by the MEDA programme. 
B7-706 
This heading is intended to help improve the functioning of  the UN International War Crimes 
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda by 
funding operating expenditure incurred in gathering evidence (missions, investigations, travel 
by  witnesses,  exhumations,  etc.)  and  preparations  for  the  setting-up  of an  international 
criminal court a ~taA~iAg IRtirRati9Aal Cri':AiAal TFi9wAal. 
B7-707 
This  heading  is  intended  to  contribute  to support  in  Asian  countries  for  operations 
promoting  human  rights  and  swppgFt  tAi  ~evttl9fHAttAt  9f democracy,  notably  those 
relating to the exercise of public authority, the development 9f  tAtt Q9R&titwti9Aal state aAd 
of civil society and conflict prevention iA  tAtt  lilQURtries  9f '\sia. It  covers the financing of 
activities to promote democracy in Asia, especially in the People's Republic of China 
18 and in the territory of Macao, as well as of those activities connected with monitoring 
respect for human rights, particularly in Hong Kong, Macao, the autonomous region of 
Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia, of  those related to the promotion of freedom of the media, 
and of those intended to  raise awareness of European Union measures in the field  of 
democracy  and  human  rights. It  also  covers  support  for  the  activities  of  non-
governmental organisations involved in the protection and promotion of human rights 
in Tibet. 
B7-709 
This heading is intended to finance activities in support of the electoral process in third 
countries. It may be used  in particular to finance  measures to build  up  the capacity 
necessary  to  carry out  effective  election  observation  operations,  notably  setting  up 
structures  for  the  training · of personnel,  including  the  establishment  of a  pool  of 
specialist  professionals,  monitoring  access  to  the  media  during election  campaigns, 
evaluation of the European Union's participation in international election observation 
missions  and  continued  monitoring  of the  post-electoral  situation.  51wppert  t9F,  aAd 
gupiF¥igieA ef, ele~teFal pFe~egges. 
3.  LEGAL BASIS 
It  is  proposed  that  the  Council  Regulation  establishing  the  requirements  for  the 
implementation  of development cooperation  operations  which  contribute  to  the  general 
objective of developing  and  consolidating democracy  and  the  rule  of law  and  to  that  of 
respecting human rights and fundamental freedoms, be based on Article 130w of  the Treaty. 
It  is  proposed  that  the  Council  Regulation  establishing  the  requirements  for  the 
implementation of Community  operations,  other  than  those  of development cooperation, 
which,  within the  framework of Community cooperation  policy,  contribute to the  general 
objective of developing  and  consolidating democracy  and  the  rule  of law  and  to  that  of 
respecting human rights and fundamental freedoms in third countries, be based on Article 235 
of  the Treaty. 
4.  DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 
4.1  General objective 
To contribute to the implementation of operations to develop and consolidate democracy and 
the rule of law,  including good governance, and respect for  human rights and fundamental 
freedoms. 
4.2  Period covered and arrangements for renewal 
The operation is of  indefinite duration. 
19 5.  CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE OR REVENUE 
5.1  Non-compulsory expenditure 
5.2  Differentiated appropriations 
5.3  Type of revenue involved: Not applicable 
6.  TYPE OF EXPENDITURE OR REVENUE 
1  00% subsidy 
subsidy for joint financing with other sources in the public and/or private 
sector 
7.  FINANCIAL IMPACT 
7.1  Method  of  calculating  total  cost  of  operation  (relation  between 
individual and total costs) 
The total cost of Chapter B7 -70  in  1999 is the sum of the individual budget headings listed 
above (see point 2). 
As stated  in  Agenda 2000, the overall allocation for external assistance programmes should 
rise no faster than the GOP of  the EU Member States . 
.  Thi  iRdirwatiVi  aJ:AQYAt  VliJl  Iii  prgpgggQ  9wriAg  tAi  Ri§Qtiati9AS  QA  tJ:te  A8\!C  fiAaAQial 
p~rspi•ti>,'i& wr tlle pirjgg :2000  :200(1, It  JHay 9i  t=e.vi~wi9 iA tlli liSRt gftRi gwt•9JRi eftRi&e 
lli89tiati9RS tg take a••QWAt  gf tRi 9alaA•i a8FiiQ  9it¥/iiR tAi  aria&  gf.ggperati9A QiiFRiQ 
prigrities  in  t11e  C9JRJRissi9A  •QJRJRWRi•atigns  QR  i'  8iR9a  :2000  aRQ  tl1e  Aew  £iAan•ial 
pir&piQtivi&a 
7.2  Itemised breakdown of cost (p.m.) 
7.3  Operational expenditure for studies, experts etc.  included in Part B of 
the budget 
7.4  Schedule of commitment and payment appropriations: Not applicable 
(p.m.) 
8.  FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURES 
Recipients of financial assistance under Chapter B7-70 must sign  a cofinancing agreement 
with  the  Commission.  Though  each  Directorate-General  bas  its  own  model,  all  these 
agreements contain standard anti-fraud provisions. By way of example, the draft contract for 
headings managed by DG IA/A2 contains the following clauses: 
"I,  the  undersigned .........  position: ................  representing ..............  which  has 
submitted a grant application to the European Commission, .acting  on behalf of the 
European Community. 
20 Hereby: 
( ....  ) 
3. "Agree to an audit being carried out by the Commission and the Court of Auditors 
on the utilisation of  the amounts granted as required by the Financial Regulation of  21 
December 1977 applicable to the general budget of the European Communities, last 
amended by Council Regulation 2444/97 of  22 September 1997." 
ANNEXB: 
Section "II. AUDIT 
"In the  event  of an  audit,  the_ contractor  must  be  in  a  position  to  produce  the 
supporting  documents listed below.  These  documents  must be  kept for  up  to  five 
years after the expiry of  the agreement with the Commission. 
2.1  Personnel 
For each person, time sheets certifying the number of  days worked (for each month). 
2.2  Subsistence allowances 
Receipts signed by the beneficiary (in addition, the number of months/days must be 
consistent with the time sheets/travel tickets). 
2.3  Travel 
For air travel:  original flight tickets and boarding passes.  For local travel:  original 
tickets  (train,  bus,  ...  )  ;  taxi  receipts.  For  car  travel:  internal  document  (with 
signature)  stating  the  date  of travel,  the  destination  and  purpose,  the  number  of 
kilometres done, the rate per kilometre. 
2.4  Seminars and meetings 
Hotel bills, receipts signed by beneficiaries of allowances, all invoices relating to the 
various expenses incurred. 
2. 5  Publications and reports 
All  invoices relating to  the various expenses incurred.  For mailing expenses,  if no 
invoice  can be  obtained  from  the  post  office,  an  internal  document  showing  the 
number of  documents sent and the cost of  stamps is admissible. 
2.6  Equipment 
Offers from  suppliers consulted,  and  invoices.  For equipment purchase by  another 
organisation than the  final  user (e.g.  equipment bought by  an  EU-based NGO  on 
behalf of  a local partner), a receipt acknowledging that the equipment was transferred 
to the final user must be attached to the final request for payment. 
2. 7  Supplies and consumables 
21 Invoices and, where necessary, internal documents justifying the use made of those 
supplies and consumables." 
The Commission's authorised agents may visit organisations while operations are under way 
to  check that everything is  going smoothly and  that funding  is  being used  properly.  The 
reports  of such  missions  provide  the  budget  heading's  administrators  with  a  detailed 
knowledge of the  recipient organisation's capacities and  the  management of the project's 
finances. 
DG XX and/or the Court of  Auditors may also carry out inspections at the site of  the project 
and the headquarters of  recipient organisations. 
Administrators of  Chapter B7-70 headings are responsible for examiningthe intermediate and 
final financial reports that all recipient organisations have to present before receiving the next 
tranche of  funding. In principle, this method enables misuse of  funds to be avoided and offers 
guarantees as to the proper execution of  the project's activities. 
9.  ELEMENTS OF COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
9.1  Specific and quantified objectives; target population 
--:  Specific objectives: links with general objective 
I.  promoting and defending the human rights and fundamental freedoms proclaimed in the 
Universal  Declaration  of Human  Rights  and  the  other  international  instruments 
concerning the development and consolidation of democracy and  the rule of law,  in 
particular: 
(a)  the promotion and protection of  civil and political rights; 
(b)  the promotion and protection of  economic, social and cultural rights; 
(c)  the promotion and protection ofthe human rights of  those discriminated against, or 
suffering  from  poverty  or disadvantage,  which  will  contribute  to  reduction  of 
poverty and social exclusion; 
(d)  the protection and promotion of  the rights of  minorities, ethnic groups, indigenous 
peoples, refugees and displaced persons; 
(e)  supporting local, national, regional or international institutions, includingNGOs, 
involved in the protection, promotion or defence of  human rights; 
(f)  support for rehabilitation centres for torture victims .and for organisations offering 
concrete help to victims of human rights abuses or help to improve conditions in 
places where people are deprived of  their liberty in order to prevent torture or ill-
treatment; 
(g)  support for  education, training and consciousness-raising  in  the area of human 
rights; 
(h)  supporting action to monitor human rights, including the training of  observers; 
(i)  the  promotion  of equality  of opportunity  and  non-discriminatory  practices, 
including measures to combat racism and xenophobia; 
22 G)  promoting and protecting the fundamental freedoms mentioned in the International 
Covenant on  Civil  and  Political  Rights,  in  particular  the  freedom  of opinion, 
expression and conscience, and the right to use one's own language; 
2.  supporting the processes of  democratisation, in particular: 
{a)  promoting  and  strengthening  the  rule  of  law,  in  particular  upholding  the 
independence of  the judiciary and strengthening it, and support for a humane prison 
system; support for constitutional and legislative reform; support for  initiatives in 
favour of  the abolition ofthe death penalty; 
(b)  promoting the separation of powers, particularly the independence of the judiciary 
and the legislature from the executive, and support for institutional reforms; 
(c)  promoting  pluralism  both  at  political  level  and  at the  level  of civil  society  by 
strengthening the institutions needed to maintain the pluralist nature of that society, 
including non-governmental organisations (NGOs), and by promoting independent 
and  responsible  media and  supporting a  free  press and  respect  for  the  rights of 
freedom of  association and assembly;  · 
(d)  promoting  good  governance,  particularly  by  supporting  administrative 
accountability and the prevention and combating of  corruption; 
(e)  promoting  the  participation  of the  people  in  the  decision-making  process  at 
national, regional and local level, in particular by promoting the equal participation 
of  men and women in civil society, in economic life and in politics; 
(f)  support for electoral  processes,  in  particular by supporting  independent electoral 
commissions,  granting  material,  technical  and  legal  assistance  in  preparing  for 
elections, including electoral censuses, taking measures to promote the participation 
of specific groups,  particularly women,  in  the electoral  process,  and  by  training 
observers; 
(g)  supporting  national  efforts  to  separate  civilian  and  military  functions,  training 
civilian and military personnel and raising their awareness of  human rights; 
3.  support for measures to  promote the respect for human rights and democratisation by 
preventing conflict and  dealing  with  its  consequences,  in  close collaboration with the 
relevant competent bodies, in particular: 
(a)  supporting capacity-building,  including  the establishment of local  early  warning 
systems; 
(b)  supporting  measures  aimed  at  balancing  opportunities  and  at  bridging  existing 
dividing lines among different identity groups; 
(c)  supporting  measures  facilitating  the  peaceful  conciliation  of  group  interests, 
including  support to  confidence-building  measures  relating to  human  rights  and 
democratisation, in order to prevent conflict and to restore civil peace; 
(d)  promoting  international  humanitarian  law  and  its  observance  by  all  parties  to  a 
conflict; 
(e)  supporting  international,  regional  or  local  organisations,  including  the NGOs, 
involved  in  preventing,  resolving  and  dealing with the  consequences of conflict,  · 
23 including support for establishing ad hoc international criminal tribunals and setting 
up a permanent international criminal court, together with support and assistance 
for victims of  human rights violations. 
Target population: distinguish for any individual objectives; indiCate the 
end-beneficiaries  of the  Community's  financial  contribution  and  the 
intermediaries involved. 
9.2  Grounds for the operation 
Need for Community financial aid, with particular regard for the principle 
of  subsidiarity 
The Community's international legal personality endows it,  in  international relations, with 
the  capacity  to  exercise  rights  and  assume  obligations  across  the  entire  spectrum  of 
objectives laid down in  the Treaty. Action is  taken in  accordance with the United Nations 
Charter  and  the  Universal  Declaration of  Human  Rights  supplemented  by  the  two 
international pacts on civil and political rights and economic, social and cultural rights. It is 
also based on the requirements of the main  international, and  regional  instruments for  the 
protection of human rights.  The priorities espoused by the  international community in  the 
final  declaration  and  the  action  programme  of the  World  Conference  on  Human Rights 
(Vienna, June 1993) created a framework for action that is one of  the European Union's main 
points of  reference. 
Building on this  foundation,  the Treaty on  European Union  has  strengthened Community 
action in the field of human rights and democratic principles by specifying that Community 
policy in the sphere of  development cooperation "shall contribute to the general objectives of 
developing and consolidating democracy and the rule of law, and to that of  respecting human 
rights and fundamental freedoms." The Community's human-centred development aid policy 
is  closely tied to the  enjoyment of  fundamental  rights  and  freedoms,  the recognition and 
application  of democratic  principles, ,  the  consolidation  of the  rule  of  law  and  good 
governance.  This  approach  - set  out  in  the  resolution  on human  rights,  democracy  and 
development adopted on 28 November 1991  by the Council and the Member States meeting 
within the Council - is  founded on open and constructive dialogue with the governments of 
the countries concerned and the implementation of positive measures to raise awareness of 
and  promote human  rights  and democracy.  It  is  aimed  at strengthening the  link  between 
development  aid,  human  rights  and  democratic  principles,  the  rule  of law  and  good 
governance. 
Choice of  ways and means 
* advantages over possible alternatives (comparative advantages) 
Chapter B7-70 is one of  the few instances of  direct cooperation between the Commission and 
civil society inside and outside the Community. The gathering of  these headings into a single 
chapter in  1994  helped ensure that spending outside the Community on  human rights and 
democratisation was  managed with  the  requisite  consistency and  transparency.  The  inter-
departmental  Human Rights Coordination  Group  has  helped  establish  guidelines,  identify 
terms of  reference and common criteria for selecting projects and harmonise procedures. 
This approach enables greater account to be taken of  the realities of  the countries and regions 
concerned and the priorities of  governmental and non-governmental partners and ensures that 
proposed operations are relevant to the situation on  the ground.  Its main advantages are  a 
flexibility  enabling  it  to  adapt to  the  needs  of the  target  group,  the  interweaving of the 
'24 thematic  and  geographical  approaches,  the  innovative  nature  of schemes  which  receive 
small-scale funding  under Chapter B7-70 but may, if successful,  be  developed on a larger 
scale using technical assistance or development aid resources. This system also helps ensure 
the continuity of  action while offering scope for the development of a medium- to long-term 
strategic approach. 
* explanatory reference to similar Community or national operations 
The trend towards the harmonisation of selection and financing procedures within Chapter 
B7-70  both  simplifies  the  selection  of schemes  and  facilitates  relations  between  the 
Commission  and  recipient  organisations.  This  makes  it  easier  to  gauge  the  impact  of 
measures financed under this chapter and keep operations in line with the priorities laid down 
by the inter-departmental group. 
Community action is distinguished from similar initiatives at  n~tional level by the fact that it 
projects a European identity rooted in the Member States' shared commitment. In operational 
terms,  the  Commission's  worldwide  network  of delegations  and  offices  constitutes  a 
particularly effective tool for the assessment, monitoring and evaluation of projects. It also 
helps focus the Commission's international efforts and maximise the impact. Other donors 
consider  Commission  funding  a  solid  guarantee  of the  quality  of a  project  and  the 
trustworthiness of  the recipient organisation. 
Main factors of uncertainty which could affect the specific results of the 
operation 
Uncertainty  and  risk  are  intrinsic  to  the  schemes  backed.  Some  take  place  against  a 
background of extreme tension or conflict. The subjects covered are sensitive and activities 
may be seriously impeded or interrupted by opposition from the authorities or social factions. 
9.3  Monitoring and evaluation of  the operation 
Performance indicators selected 
* output indicators (measuring activities used) 
* impact indicators (measuring performance against objectives) 
All  projects are evaluated in  terms of the technical,  logistical,  administrative and financial 
capacity of  the organisations presenting them. Evaluation can be broken down as follows: 
I.  conformity with the general objectives of the Union and the budget, chapter 
and heading concerned, 
2.  achievement of  the project's objectives, 
3.  cost  -effectiveness, 
4.  quality of  the organisation, 
5.  relevance to the situation on the ground, 
6.  impact and spin-offs of  the project, 
7.  visibility of  the Union's contribution. 
25 At the end of the contract, all recipients must present a report on a project's activities and 
spending before the file can be closed. These reports are examined in the light of  the original 
work  plan,  objectives  and  budget.  Criteria  include  cost-effectiveness,  spin-offs  and  the 
visibility of Community support.  Any irregularity for  which the organisation  is  unable to 
provide an explanation may lead to the dispatch of an on-the-spot inspection mission by the 
unit or, where appropriate, Financial Control and/or the Court of  Auditors. 
Various annual reports take  stock of the use of these financial  resources.  The  issues  are 
covered horizontally by the reports on the implementation of measures intended to promote 
observance ofhuman rights and democratisation (1992, 1993, 1994, 1995) and the reports on 
the  implementation  of operations  to promote  ht!man  rights  and  democratisation  and  the 
reports  on  the  implementation  of the  resolution  adopted  on  28  November  1991  by' the 
Council and the Member States meeting within the Council on human rights, democracy and 
development (1992,  1993  and  1994). The general report on the activities of the European 
Communities provides general information on the execution of the various budget headings. 
· These are supplemented by the reports on the use of the individual headings of Chapter B7-
70. 
10.  ADMINISTRATIVE  EXPENDITURE  (SECTION  III,  PART  A  OF 
THE BUDGET) 
10.1  Effect on the number of posts 
NB.  The  posts come under Directorates-General  I,  lA,  IB  and  VIII  and  the  Joint Relex 
Service for the management of  Community aid to non-member countries 
Type of  post 
Officials 
temporary staff 





Staff to be assigned to 
managing the operation 




3  3 
3 
source 
Existing  Additional 
resources  in  the  resources 







10.2  Overall financial impact of additional human resources 
None  (euros) 






Other  resources  (indicate 
budget heading) 
.  . 
TOTAL 
10.3  Increase in other administrative expenditure as a result ofthe operation 
Budget heading  Amounts  Method of  calculation 
A-2553lS-l-O  2 representatives per Member State for  --
two dal':s twice a l':ear at a rate of EUR 
84 000  700 per dal': 
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